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ABSTRACT 
An envelope for use in the handling and processing of 
film, having outer plies connected together on three 
sides to form an envelope pocket, a flap on the open 
end of the envelope and a removable customer’s and 
dealer’s copy attached to the ?ap and underlying the 
envelope. Customer and film identi?cation informa 
tion is placed on the outer surface of the envelope and 
transferred to the underlying copy by means of a sheet 
of transfer paper disclosed between the envelope and 
the copy. A gummed tab, having identi?cation indicia 
thereon corresponding to identi?cation indicia pro 
vided on the envelope and on the copy, may be re 
movably attached to the ?ap before inserting it within 
the envelope. Also, the flap may be gummed for seal 
ing the envelope, both before being sent for process‘ 
ing and before it is returned to the dealer. 

7 Claims, 10 Drawing Figures 
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FILM PROCESSING ENVELOPE 

This invention relates generally to an envelope as 
sembly for use in the handling of ?lm and prints for 
photo-?nishing or the like, and more particularly, this 
invention relates to anenvelopeconstruction which is 
provided with an easily removable receipt sheet or both 

, the customer and the dealer after the customer and ?lm 
information is placed on the envelope and is trans 
ferred onto this receipt sheet. ~ * 

In similar envelopes designed for handling ?lm and , 
they like, both the name and address of the customer 
and identi?cation of the film to be processed must be 
written on both the envelope and on the dealer’s re 
ceipt separately. A receipt stub, which may be removed 
from some portion of the envelope, is also left with the 
customer so that upon presentation thereof to the 
dealer after the film is processed, the processed ?lm 
may be delivered to the customer after the dealer 
matches up the number on the stub corresponding with 
the number on the envelope returned by the processor. 

W Recording of information on both the envelope and on 
the dealer’s receipt, however, involves a duplication of 

aieffort which is obviously time-consuming for the 
.dealer. Moreover, the film processor oftentimes con 
fuses one film with another after the ‘envelope has been 
opened so that he is likely to return the processed film 

' in an envelope not belonging to the customer identi?ed 
thereon. - Y 

A principal'object of the present invention is to pro 
vide an‘ envelope assembly having both a receipt sheet 
and avsheet of transfer material removably attached to 

z the envelope in such a manner as to produce a compact 
and presentable envelope assembly for use in the han 
dling of film. 

' Another object of this invention is to provide such an 
envelope assembly wherein a flap is provided at one 
end of a pair of outer plies constituting an envelope 
pocket, the ?ap serving to close the envelope and the 
transfer sheet and receipt sheet being both attached to 
a tear strip secured to both the free end of the flap and 
the free end of the other envelope ply along respective 
lines 'of perforations so that the tear strip, the receipt 
shee'tand the transfer sheet may be removed altogether 
along these lines of perforations. 

, A further object of the present invention is to provide 
such an envelope assembly wherein a gummed tab. is 
removably attached to the ?ap, the tab having identi? 
cation indicia thereon corresponding to identi?cation 
indicia provided on both the envelope and the receipt 
sheet so that the ?lm itself may bear this same identi? 
catio?‘indicia when the tab is placed thereon before 
placing the ?lm within the envelope. - 

A‘ still further object of this invention is to provide 
.such an ‘envelope assembly wherein the flap is provided 
with-gummed adhesive also and a coated release strip 
"is provided over the gummed adhesive of both the ?ap 
and the tab. ' 

Other objects, advantages and novel features of the 
invention will become apparent from the following de 
taile'd'description of the invention when considered in 
conjunction with the accompanying drawings wherein: 
FIG. 1 is a top isometric view of the envelope assem 

bly in“ accordance with the present invention; 
FIG. 2 is a sectional view through the assembly taken 

along’ the line 2-2 of the FIG. 1; 
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2 
FIG. 3 is an exploded isometric view of the assembly 

showing each of the plies and sheets which make up the 
assembly; 
FIG. 4 is a view similar to FIG. 1 except on a slightly 

smaller scale showing the ?rst step of recording the 
necessary information on the envelope; 
FIG. 5 is a view similar to FIG. 4 showing the manner 

of removing the envelope from the assembly; ' 
FIG. 6 is a view similar to FIG. 5 showing the manner 

of placing the gummed tab on‘ the ?lm to be processed 
and removal of the release-coat strip before placing the 
?lm in the envelope shown in FIG. 7 and thereafter 
sending the film to the processor in the envelope shown 
inFIG.8;' . > a , . 7, 

FIG. 9 is a view similar to FIG. 5 except the receipt 
sheet is shown after it has been removed from a carbon 
sheet and tear strip; and ' 
FIG. 10 is a view showing placement of a portion of 

the receipt sheet in the de'aler’s records with another 
divisible portion of the sheet being left with the cus 
tomer. 

Turning now to the drawings wherein like reference 
characters refer to like and corresponding parts 
throughout the several views, there is shown an enve 
lope assembly generally designated 20 in FIGS. 1 
through 3 including outer plies 21 and 22 connected 
together by means of a suitable adhesive as at 23 along 
three sides to form an envelope pocket having an open 
end. A ?ap 24 for closing the envelope is attached to 
the free end of ply 21 along a fold line 25. 
A tear margin 26, having feed control holes therein 

used during manufacture of the envelope assembly and 
forming no part of the present invention, is ‘attached to 
the envelope by means of a tear strip 27 connected to 
the free end of flap 24 along a line of perforations 28. 
The tear margin includes a removable strip 29 adhe 
sively secured to the underside thereof, this removable 
strip being attached to the free end of ply 22 along a 
line of perforations 31. A sheet of carbon or similar 
type transfer material 32 is secured to the underside of 
strip 29 and a receipt sheet 33 is secured along a line 
of perforations 34 to a strip 35 secured to the underside 
of transfer sheet 32 and forming a portion of the tear 
margin 26. 
As can be clearly seen, ?ap 24 includes a tab 36 re 

movably attached thereto along lines of perforations 
37, 38. This tab is provided on its undersurface with a 
strip of adhesive 39 (.see FIG. 6) which may be a reseal ' 
gum or a non-drying pressure-sensitive adhesive. Such 
adhesive 39 is also provided on the underside of the re 
maining portion of ?ap 24. A paper cover 41 is pro 
vided for/adhesive 39, this cover ‘being a commonly 
available release-coat paper. The tab 36 has identi?ca 
.tion indicia thereon, e.g., “1949”, which corresponds 
to the same identi?cation indicia provided on outer ply 
21 of the envelope and on the receipt sheet 33 in two 
places (see FIGS. 9 and 10) for a purpose to be de 
scribed hereinafter. 
Tuming to the remaining FIGS. 4 through 10, use of 

the envelope assembly will be described, starting with 
FIG. 4 which shows the name and address of the cus 
tomer being placed on the front surface of outer ply 21. 
The tear margin 26 is thereafter removed from the en 
velope whereby the strip 27 will be removed along its 
line of perforations 28 and the strip 29 will be removed 
along its line of perforations 31. Since the transfer 
sheet 32 and the receipt sheet 33 are both secured to 
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the tear margin 26, they, too, will be separated from the 
envelope along with the tear margin. FIG. 9 shows the 
receipt sheet 33 after it has been separated from the 
tear margin along its line of perforations 34. This re~ 
ceipt sheet is divided into a dealer’s receipt section 330 
and a customer's receipt section 33b along a line of per 
forations 42. 
After the envelope has been separated from the re 

mainder of the assembly, the gummed tab 36 is re 
moved from flap 24 along lines of perforations 37, 38, 
as shown in FIG. 6 of the drawings. The gummed tab 
is then physically placed on a roll of ?lm F and inserted 
within the pocket of the envelope. The cover strip 41 
is then removed from the adhesive 39 of the ?ap 24 
whereafter the ?ap is folded along its fold line 25 to 
close and seal the envelope, in a manner shown in FIG. 
8. The receipt sheet section 33b is then given to the 
customer for his retention and the receipt sheet 33a is 
preserved by the dealer in his records in any normal 
manner as shown in FIG. 10. Of course, the tear margin 
including strip 27, strip 29 and transfer sheet 32 may 
be discarded. 
The envelope E with the Film inside is then sent to 

the processor who may simply open the flap 24 and, 
after the film has been processed, place the gummed 
tab 36 onto the processed ?lm package and insert it 
back within the envelope pocket of envelope E bearing 
the same identification number “1949” as the enve 
lope. The envelope is closed by means of ?ap 24 and 
is sealed with the same resealable adhesive 39 thereon. 
Upon receipt of the processed ?lm by the dealer, the 
identification number on the envelope is matched up 
with the identi?cation number on the customer’s re 
ceipt section 33b and the envelope package is delivered 
to the customer. 
From the foregoing it can be seen that an envelope 

assembly has been devised as a compact unit which fa 
cilitates a quick and easy recording of the customer 
identification thereon without any duplication of effort 
by reason of an attached receipt sheet underlying the 
envelope with a sheet of transfer material disposed be 
tween the envelope and the receipt sheet. The envelope 
may be easily separated from the remainder of the as 
sembly along a pair of spaced lines of perforations 
whereafter the envelope may be effectively closed and 
sealed by means of an envelope flap after the ?lm to be 
processed is positively identified with a number corre 
sponding to the same number on the envelope and on 
each of the customer receipt and dealer receipt sec 
tions. In the alternative, it should be noted that the ad 
hesive 39 may be eliminated from the envelope ?ap 24 
is desired so that the flap may be simply stapled or 0th 
erwise secured in place over the envelope pocket. 
Moreover, fold line 25 may also be eliminated from the 
flap and the tab 36 may be either secured in some other 
manner to the ?lm to be processed or it may be elimi 
nated altogether without departing from the spirit of 
the present invention. 
Obviously, many modi?cations and variations of the 

present invention are possible in light of the above 
teachings. It is therefore to be understood that within 
the scope of the appended claims, the invention may be 
practiced otherwise than as speci?cally described. 
What is claimed is: _ 
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1. An envelope assembly comprising: top and bottom 

plies connected together along three sides thereby de 
fining an envelope having an open end, a flap provided 
on one of said plies at said open end and extending out 
wardly thereof for closing said envelope, a receipt sheet 
underlying said envelope and being removably at 
tached to said flap, a sheet of transfer material disposed 
between said receipt sheet and said envelope for trans 
ferring indicia on to said receipt sheet from said enve 
lope, and a tab having identi?cation indicia thereon 
corresponding to identi?cation indicia provided on said 
envelope and on said sheet, said tab being removably 
attached to said ?ap, adhesive securing means on both 
said tab and said flap for, respectively, adhesively se 
curing said tab on to the ?lm to be processed and for 
closing the open end of said envelope. 

2. The envelope assembly according to claim 1 
wherein said receipt sheet is attached to the free end of 
said flap by means of a tear strip attached thereto along 
a line of perforations, said receipt sheet being also at 
tached to the free end of the other one of said plies at 
said open end by means of a removable strip attached 
thereto along a line of perforations, said removable 
strip and said transfer sheet both being secured to said 
tear strip, whereby said receipt sheet, said removable 
strip, said transfer sheet and said tear strip may be re 
moved altogether along both said lines of perforations. 

3. The envelope assembly according to claim 2 
wherein said receipt sheet is removably attached to said 
tear strip along a line of perforations, said receipt sheet 
being divided into a customer receipt section and a 
dealer receipt section along a line of perforations. 

4. The envelope assembly according to claim 2 
wherein said adhesive securing means comprises a 
gummed pressure sensitive adhesive, and wherein a 
strip of release-coat paper is provided over said adhe 
sive. 

5. The envelope assembly according to claim 2 
wherein a fold line is provided for said ?ap along which 
said ?ap may be folded for closing said envelope. 

6. An envelope assembly comprising: top and bottom 
plies connected together along three sides thereby de 
fining an envelope having an open end, a flap provided 
on one of said plies at said open end and extending out 
wardly thereof for closing said envelope, a receipt sheet 
removably attached to the free end of said flap by 
means of a tear strip attached thereto along a line of 
perforations, said receipt sheet also being attached to 
the free end of the other one of said plies at said open 
end by means of a removable tear strip attached 
thereto'along a line of perforations, a sheet of transfer 
material disposed between said receipt sheet and said 
envelope for transferring indicia on to said receipt 
sheet from said envelope, said removable strip and said 
transfer sheet both being secured to said tear strip, 
whereby said receipt sheet, said removable strip, said 
transfer sheet and said tear strip may be removed alto 
gether along both said lines of perforations. 

‘7. The envelope assembly according to claim 6 
wherein said receipt sheet is removably attached to said 
tear strip along a line of perforations, said receipt sheet 
being divided into a customer receipt station and a 
dealer receipt section along a line of perforations. 

* * a: a: * 


